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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.5 

General 

 JLIN-967DYE - News: Now it’s possible to select/deselect all rows by using a new checkbox in the header 
in several Print Transport Labels, Arrival- and- Delivery Reporting procedures. 

 JLIN-98Z8Y6 - If you had used Save as… to create a new Customer or Supplier, the newly created 
Customer/Supplier wasn’t suggested when you registered next order. 

 MARN-9AXCJE - Save as… on a Part will also include the Expenses if you also select to copy the Standard 
price in the following procedures: Update Part – Inventory/Purchase/Sales and Preparation. 

 SSTG-9CPCTG - An undone arrival reporting or an undone delivery reporting shall not be displayed in the 
Supplier Rating and Delivery Reliability to Customer procedures. Now undone service rows (row type 
3) also will be excluded. 

 JLIN-9DSJBL - The option Check Delivery Times on the Info menu in the Import EDI Order Responses 
and Forecast / EDI Import procedures is removed. 

 SHYS-9DZD82 - The Start page couldn’t manage more than 35 characters in the Customer name and 
Supplier name. 

 SSTG-9DZJBS - The Start page component "Control of basic data for part" displayed incorrect number of 
purchased Parts without purchase price. 

 AFOG-9E8MAR - The error message “No init-values from the printer” was displayed when using the 
document Viewer on computers with Windows 8 Operating system. This error could only occur in systems 
with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 SSTG-9E9BZ5 - It wasn’t possible to copy Parts on row type 6 to the Part selection in the Order List – 
Purchase and Order List – Sales procedures. 

 JEDS-9EFAH4 - A new Rasterex PDF-filter version 165 is implemented in MONITOR: Please note that a 
client installation is required to install this PDF-filter. This only affects systems with the supplement 
Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-9F5D7Z - The PDF Printer Monitor Document Converter that is used to create PDF files and. xls files 
has been updated to handle changes in Windows 8.1. 

 KFTM-9F5DEV - If you set that the journals should be transferred with Own date selection, the selection 
that you made in the Search form in the Print Customer Invoice Ledger / Accounting Orders 
procedure didn’t work. 

 AFOG-9F6KZB - The Agent server didn’t display any error message in the Event log if it for instance was 
impossible to send a SMS due to an incorrect phone number. 

 SSTG-9F7KRB - If a minimized reminder window was activated by an activity, the window could be placed 
over so called modal windows (e.g. the Comment window) and lock this window. 

 JLIN-9FCAN7 - Default values didn’t work in Search Forms (Custom Reports) without selection/classification 
rows. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-9D5BZW - It wasn’t possible to add new rows for Man-hours and capacity/dept. in the Loading 
Selection procedure. 

 SSTG-9DNDLN - The Parts on the form Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure weren’t 
sorted in Part number order. 

 CSIG-9E4BZR - It wasn’t possible to save values in the field Fixed lead time in the Preparation procedure. 
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 RDJF-9E9EBB - The EDI export from the Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure missed 
following data: the Suppliers part no. and Purchase order number. 

 JLÖR-9EACGA - Manufacturing orders with lack of material were displayed in the Pick List 
(Manufacturing) procedure, if you had selected Only complete orders. 

 JLIN-9ECLKJ - The Part didn’t get an Alias for BI if the Part was created in the Import / Export 
Preparation procedure. 

Purchase 

 BKNN-8PZGFJ - If you used Adaptation no. 5 and made a SEPA payment, an empty page was included 
between every printed page of the Transaction list in the Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure. 

 CSIG-9C3ANN - If you copied Future supplier price to Supplier price on a part with several Supplier links in 
the Price Adjustment procedure, only the Price on the Active Supplier link was changed. All other 
Supplier prices became 0. 

 MARN-9C98ZP - If you sent e-mail or printed from the Purchase order tab in the Register Purchase 
Order procedure, and then made changes on the Rows tab, the Save button wasn’t activated. 

 JEDS-9DLDYL - Import of Order responses (adaptation 45) with changed price didn’t change the price, 
even if the Setting allowed it. 

 MARN-9DSD2C - If you splitted order rows on a printed purchase order, status 2, the new row’s status 
became 1 if you confirmed the original row. The new row from the split wasn’t possible to display in the 
Order Confirmation Reminders procedure. 

 CSIG-9DSDP5 - Parts created by using Save as… weren’t displayed in the Price Adjustment procedure. 

 SSTG-9DZJ99 - The Part List – Purchase procedure didn’t display Supplier code on Parts created by 
using Save as… 

 SHYS-9E2HKZ - The Setting "Suggested exchange rate during registration" didn’t work if you had another 
date format than Swedish in Windows. 

 LAHM-9E5GTA - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you changed invoice type to Interest 
invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This error could occur when you linked an invoice to 
an order. 

 LAHM-9E9L6B - Incorrect quantity was coded if you confirmed LBI by file in the Confirmation LB / FB 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9EVHTG - Your part no. wasn’t printed on the Purchase order in the Register Blanket Order – 
Purchase procedure. 

 LREM-9F8JYZ - It wasn’t possible to make payments to a supplier with more than 35 characters in the 
supplier name in the Payments Out procedure. 

 LAHM-9FFB4F - An incorrect Payment date was displayed in the Electronic Notification LB / FB if you 
had the language set on German. 

Sales 

 CSIG-9BHCKM - If you had a customer order transferred order with total price, the columns Price each, % 
and Amount was written on the forms. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Customer Order Transfer. 

 SSÖG-9DFE98 - Adaptation 119, Import delivery reporting by AutoRun by the Agent caused a program 
error. 

 SSÖG-9EFJTC - Import EDI Delivery Schedules with two identical needs for the same period was 
imported to the same called quantity that was being picked. This caused an extra call on the order.  
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 JLÖR-9EHGXV - It wasn’t possible to delivery report Customer order rows with negative quantity from the 
manufacturing company during Customer Order Transfer. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

 FOHN-9EJKA3 - News: The new routing code DSV version 131218 is implemented. 

 FOHN-9F8E5B - There is no routing code/linje kod for shipments outside Sweden and therefore this 
information will no longer be printed on the Shipping labels in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 JLIN-9FBH9V - News: Now it’s possible to make calculations on a Configured order imported in the Import 
EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-9FBHK7 - When a frozen 0 call was within the frozen time during import in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure, nothing was logged in MONITOR. 

 FOHN-9FCEGR - Only the first word or a few characters (depending on selections, shipper etc.) that 
describes Package type shall from now on be included in the EDI message when using EDI advice to 
shipping agents. 

 FPEN-9FCHQT - If the Setting "Allow order export in Quote and Order List?" was activated, a program error 
occurred in the Quote List procedure if you changed list type back and forth from Standard. 

 AFOG-9FFDYT - It’s no longer possible to print Shipping labels for DHL Economy Select from MONITOR. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9BDJRD - Zero quantity on Manufacturing forecasts caused a program error the Run Netting 
procedure. 

 SSTG-9BQGSG - The window for Pick location had disappeared from the Move Stock Balance procedure. 

 SSTG-9DLGV7 - Parts created by using Save as… weren’t displayed in the Part List – Inventory 
procedure if you selected on Supplier code. 

 MARN-9E8CBW - A program error occurred during printout/preview of the Claim report on Supplier 
nonconformity if you had several supplier links to the same supplier. 

 KJAN-9EGGQJ - The Check Delivery Times procedure could give a bad suggestion when an operation 
could be started if there were free capacity on single days, but not enough capacity to run the entire 
operation on any of these days. 

Workshop Info 

 SSTG-9E8JZH - News: Now it’s possible to export salary to the salary system Personec S. (Salary export is 
a supplement.) 

 JLIN-9EGJUS - Unnecessary space is removed in the list type Only overtime in the Recording List 
procedure. 

 CSIG-9EJE7S - There were empty pages in the printout of list type Only absence in the Recording List 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9EJLRA - It wasn’t possible to be clocked-in on a direct- and indirect work at the same time. This 
error could occur if the employee had the setting Start/finish at will. 

 JLIN-9EKHPQ - News: Now it’s possible to export salary to the Finish salary system Mepco. (Salary export 
is a supplement.) 

 JLIN-9FFCG2 - The Statistics procedure was shut down with a program error if you searched on Date in 
any of the list types Recording type work only or Linked indirect work. 
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Accounting 

 SHYS-9CSJ5R - If you used Crystal Reports forms in the Project Report, incorrect CM/CR was 
displayed/printed. 

 ÖBRN-9D2E5G – News: Improvements to manage Polish VAT are implemented in MONITOR. These 
improvements include new fields for basic data and invoices and new VAT reports. Please contact Monitor 
ERP System AB for detailed information. 

 ÖBRN-9DEDEF - In Polish systems, the Balance report procedure has different layout than before: 

1. Column for “Balance brought forward” is not available 

2. Extra summary rows displaying net sum between debit and credit 

3. Accumulated balance column does not include Opening balance 

4. Balance carried show gross value on debit and credit side instead of net value 

5. Selected period is shown at the top of the report 

 LREM-9DKJL7 - The Lead time chart in the Loading List – Project procedure didn’t display all activities if 
you had entered a historical date. 

 ÖBRN-9E9KHS - The Import Arrival Report procedure was missing as a procedure to select in the 
Update Coding Method procedure. 

 KFTM-9ECJRE - If you used adaptation 5 (SEPA, Finland), MONITOR shut down with a program error if you 
tried to use the Update Accounts Payable Ledger procedure. 

 SHYS-9EFCSN - If you changed project type in the Register Project procedure, the activities weren’t 
changed according to the project type. 

 LAHM-9EGK7C - It wasn’t possible to use the PopUp Accounts to change Account dimension in the Chart of 
Accounts / Standard Accounts procedure if you didn’t use the Accounting module in MONITOR. 

 SHYS-9EJL5V - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you changed the Project time in the 
Register Project procedure. This could only occur if you changed the start time and answered Yes on the 
question "Update start and finish date on activities?". 

 ÖBRN-9EZADW - An error message was displayed in the Switch Year procedure when executing the year 
switch if the translations of account names contained more than 35 characters. 

 LREM-9F7DDT - The Standard Chart of accounts for China, Poland, Estonia and Lithuania had some 
incorrect characters in the Account names. 

 LAHM-9FBLWQ - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you had an English MONITOR 
installation and made scheduled depreciations in the Scheduled Depreciation procedure. 

General Settings 

 JELA-9E4BZ7 - The phrase "Tip! Add the companies from which you want to show balance in Part Info" 
wasn’t translated in the Inter Company Settings procedure. 

 JEDS-9E4HXT - The button "All" in the Purge Edit Lock-up procedure wasn’t translated to other 
languages. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9E5KQZ - A message indicating that selection group of the type Mandatory selection (one) was 
missing selection groups when it was excluded by a variable, was displayed when registering a configured 
order row. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 
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Business Intelligence 

 NOLN-9DEEMA - Now it’s possible to select all rows by using Ctrl+A and select intervals by using 
Shift+select in MONITOR BI. You deselect all rows by clicking in the header of the box. 

 NOLN-9DT9SJ - It was possible to create a factory in the Factory editor before you had selected a Factory 
section, and then the view was erased. 

 NOLN-9DTDQJ - News: Now it’s possible to change name on an existing Factory section in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9DULCK - The Year comparison in the Report generator in MONITOR BI is simplified. 

 MARN-9E9C5D - Alias on Customer code didn’t work in the view Manufacturing order log in MONITOR BI. 

 NOLN-9EAGTV - Individual rows will be highlighted when you move the cursor over the rows in MONITOR 
BI. Other rows could previously be affected or get a color gradient that was not intended. 

 NOLN-9EBC9P - Filter settings now can be used to filter interesting information in different views in 
MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9F8EAC - When you move the cursor over a Stopwatch symbol, information about when data last 
were loaded from MONITOR will be displayed. 

 BKNN-9FFD4K - Start time will be set as soon as the Scheduler will start transferring data to MONITOR BI. 


